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Customer satisfaction is of utmost importance to CastleLite Block. We are a Diamond Certified business with a 96% customer loyalty rating.
Maytrx Wall Stone – The Maytrx system has five stones of different sizes and shapes. All five stones have two faces on each stone allowing projects to be built that require a finished look on both sides of walls. The Maytrx multi-stone system is ideal for retaining walls, stone fences, columns and steps to display the character of natural stone for your projects.
**Keystone Country Manor** — offers the appearance of rustic, handlaid stone walls with the strength and ease of installation provided by the latest in modular, pin-connected technology. Rugged, yet blended with color and character, these multi-sized concrete units appear as natural stone that has weathered over time like the old world stone walls found throughout Europe.
**KEYSTONE STONEGATE COUNTRY MANOR®**

**KEYSTONE STONEGATE COUNTRY MANOR®** – old world charm gracefully blends with a refined cut-stone appearance in Keystone Stonegate Country Manor.® A thoughtful combination of color and multi-sized units, Keystone Stonegate Country Manor® offers the highest level of design flexibility, durability, and unforgettable aesthetic.

[Images of building and stone colors are shown.]

- **Small Unit**
  - 4/6" x 10" x 6"

- **Medium Unit**
  - 10/12" x 10" x 6"

- **Large Unit**
  - 14/16" x 10" x 6"

- **Cap Unit**
  - 12/10" x 11" x 3"

Colors:
- CAMEL BLEND
- SEQUOIA BLEND
- SHASTA BLEND
- SONOMA SUNSET BLEND
- YOSEMITE BLEND
KEYSTONE GARDEN WALL® – As versatile as it is visually appealing, Garden Wall is the perfect choice for landscape walls up to 2’ (60 cm) high as well as tree rings, patio, lawn or sidewalk edging, and garden or flowerbed borders.
**KEYSTONE LEGACY STONE®**

**KEYSTONE LEGACY STONE®** – With the appearance of hand-chiseled natural quarried stone, and a broad range of earth tone color blends, Keystone Legacy Stone® blends seamlessly with any landscape. The ideal product when designing straight, curved or terraced walls up to 3’ high (90 cm).
**Keystone Compac**

Keystone Compac® – The #1 commercial retaining wall product on the market, the Keystone Compac® leverages cost saving design, versatility, and proven wall performance, providing retaining wall solutions that are as attractive as they are economical and durable.

- **Straightface Wall Block**
  - 18” x 12” x 8”

- **Tri-plane Wall Block**
  - 18” x 12” x 8”

- **Cap Unit**
  - 1/4” x 10 1/2” x 4”

- **TAN**

- **GRAY**
KEystone Standard® – The Keystone Standard® unit is an American original. The product that started the industry is still the industry leader for tall walls and critical structures. Architects and engineers rely on the Keystone Standard® to stand strong when the safety and security of their wall designs matter.
CORNERSTONE® 100

CORNERSTONE® 100 – Used to create a wide range of attractive, sound, and environmentally friendly walls ranging from residential landscaping walls to large landscaping projects, CornerStone® 100 offers the perfect combination of strength and aesthetic beauty.
COBBLE STONE – The Cobble Stone pavers tout a distressed design that is truly a classic. Available in a rich assortment of colors, multiple shapes and patterns, Cobble Stone pavers add an element of timeless sophistication to any project.
CASTLE STONE – The clean lines and tailored style of Castle Stone pavers give this classic design a modern appeal. A rich assortment of colors, shapes, and pattern options simplifies the creation of stunning designs.
OLD WORLD CLASSIC STONE — Reminiscent of the timeworn streets of Europe; the rich colors, multiple shapes and pattern options of Old World Classic pavers allow for the creation of distinctive designs that are virtually maintenance-free.
CARRIAGE STONE – A timeless beauty evoking images of the Old World, Carriage Stone pavers offer a well-traveled texture and rustic appeal. These virtually maintenance-free pavers provide a wide range of color and pattern options.

Prestige Color Series

- SONOMA BLEND
- SHASTA BLEND
- NAPA BLEND
- MONTEREY BLEND
- MOJAVE BLEND
- TAHOE BLEND

DESERT MOJAVE
DIABLO CANYON
SONOMA GOLD

Square Unit: 5 7/16” x 5 7/16” x 2 3/8”
Rectangle Unit: 5 7/16” x 8 5/16” x 2 3/8”
Giant Unit: 8 5/16” x 10 11/16” x 2 7/8”
CENTURY STONE

CENTURY STONE – The textured surface of Century Stone pavers add a unique profile and attractive accent to any outdoor setting. Multiple color, shape, and pattern options provide the flexibility needed to create distinctive, virtually maintenance-free, designs.
**Metro Stone**

Metro Stone – Our large format designer series, Metro Stone, provides modern styling that is perfect for walkways, patios, pool decks and more. Rich colors which, including the CoolPaver® series, and multiple shapes provide the versatility to create dynamic designs that are distinctive and stand out in the crowd. CoolPaver® colors offer a high solar reflectance creating a surface that is cooler to the touch, regardless of outside temperature.
**Metro Deck**

**Metro Deck** – Allowing for the fluid design of Metro Stone in a traditional deck application, the Metro Deck thin paver is an innovative way to expand your outdoor living space without the hassle and maintenance costs associated with wood.
**COLOSSEUM PLANK PAVER**

**COLOSSEUM PLANK PAVER** – This modular 6" wide paver combines the beauty of a wood or travertine finish with the durability of a concrete paver. Creative banding and design options add a dramatic flair to your project. Perfect for pedestrian traffic, patios, and swimming pool decks.
**Keystone Alameda Patio Stone®**

*Keystone Alameda Patio Stone®* – With Keystone Alameda Patio Stone®, the beauty of naturally-weathered river stone combines with a single unit installation to simplify the creation of stunning walkways and patio spaces.
CastleLite Block hereby provides to the original purchaser a 25 year guarantee that concrete paving stones purchased by the purchaser and installed for residential use will be free from defects in workmanship or materials given normal use and care. Concrete paving stones installed according to ICPI standards, and properly cared for that prove defective will be replaced without cost. CastleLite Block does not guarantee color matching nor does it assume responsibility for damage or defects arising from improper installation, abuse or the alteration or application of any other materials to its concrete paving stones.